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Abstract. This paper proposes a new video player controlling application
with an easy and user-friendly interface. Two existing video players, highly
rated in Google Play, are analyzed. Based on the analysis, a prototype video
player with an interactive interface was provided. This newly created video
player that places importance on the control’s button size, placement and
spacing between the keys, implements control buttons that appear where the
user’s finger touches the display screen. To understand the usability of cur-
rent video players and determine whether the new design has an impact, a
survey of 51 people was conducted. The outcome revealed that the suggested
video player provided the best usability for the video control. The result of
this paper suggests that the proposed video player could be used as a
framework for designing a user interface to enhance the usability of video
players.
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1 Introduction

Today’s smartphone displays have become larger and wider. Control buttons are
usually located at the center or lower screen, making it increasingly uncomfortable
for users to operate. Media interfaces are currently made in a way that users are
expected to operate the video control with both hands when devices are held hori-
zontally. As video players strongly depend on the control buttons; the size, placement
of the buttons and the spacing between them impact how convenient it is for users to
operate.

The goal of this paper is to suggest a new type of video player. The paper consists
of three main stages: an analysis of existing video players, a suggestion of the video
player, and a survey comparing the usability of the existing video players and the
prototype introduced. Both quantitative and qualitative questions were put down as a
part of the survey. The quantitative method intends to produce objective and reliable
data to this analysis, while qualitative method provides insight into user’s viewpoints
through collecting detailed data from participants. This enables the results to reflect
accurate representation of individual preferences.
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2 Body

MX Player and KMPlayer were selected as subjects of this study, given their high
rating on Google Play. Both players have received a score of more than four marks out
of five and have over 5,000,000 downloads. These applications were analyzed for the
suitability as a user-friendly interface. Based on this analysis, this paper goes on to
suggest a new prototype video player. For the purpose of this study, this paper defines
media controls as play, pause, rewind, fast forward, skip to the previous file, and skip to
the next file.

2.1 Analysis of Existing Video Players

Both MX Player and KMPlayer display their play/pause, previous and a next buttons at
the bottom of their display screen. When it comes to rewinding and fast forwarding any
media, these functions are operated by swiping the screen to the left or the right. To
measure the sizes of the control buttons, one of LG’s 5.2-inch display smartphones
(LG-F320) was used. It is worth noting that phones with different display sizes have
differently sized control buttons, however, for the consistency of this proposal, this
study sets its standard measurements to the LG-F320 mentioned above. MX Player has
rectangle control keys 22 mm in width and 8 mm in length, with no space between
buttons. With regards to KMPlayer, its play/pause button is a circle with 5 mm radius,
and both the previous and next buttons form rectangles of 9 mm in width and 4 mm in
length. Additionally, the spacing between buttons of this media player is 9 mm.

The Analysis was conducted to investigate what makes users uncomfortable.
Subjects were eight Koreans who have been using a video player application every day.
The test requires the subjects to handle the functions of the video player for two
minutes repeatedly. In addition, subjects were set to hold smartphone horizontally with
just one hand. After the initial operation with one hand, both hands were used for the
same test. After that, the survey with respect to the usability of video players was
fulfilled.

The results showed that when the test subjects were asked to operate the control
buttons single handed, they all answered that it was awkward with a large and wide
screen. Seven subjects indicated that there was not inconvenience, concerning the test
with both hands, while three subjects replied that the large screen still made them
somewhat uncomfortable when reaching for control buttons. As a result of the study,
I came up with the new video player design.

2.2 Suggestion of a New Video Player

Based on the analysis, a new concept for a video player was suggested where con-
trollers would simultaneously appear on where the user’s finger touches the display
screen. Taking previous researches that discuss the optimal button sizes on smart-
phones [1, 2] into consideration, the size of the keys was set at 10 mm in width and
length. In terms of the spacing between keys, the measurement of 3.17 mm was
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considered ideal [3]. Regarding the locations of the keys, the edge region of the screen
was not of a concern on this prototype, as a study [2] observed that the edges had low
subjective satisfaction and pressing performance. As regards the rewind and fast for-
ward functions, these are embodied in swiping the screen to the left or right. Therefore,
the prototype video player with an interactive interface could be conveniently con-
trolled by one or both hands (Fig. 1).

3 Methods

3.1 Survey Design

A total of 51 Korean subjects participated in the survey. All subjects were in their 20 s
and already familiar with video player applications. They have normal vision and no
problem with using both their hands. In this survey, one of LG’s smartphones with
5.2-inch display and Android 4.4 Kitkat (LG-F320) was used to execute six video
controls from two existing video players and the new prototype, i.e., play, pause,
rewind, fast forward, skip to the previous file, and skip to the next file. These were the
only functions considered.

3.2 Procedures

Each subject was given written instructions on tasks and procedures at the beginning of
the survey. The survey tasks were made up of two conditions; both the single handed
and both handed operations. In one hand condition, subjects were asked to hold the
smartphone horizontally with one hand. They were then required to operate the video
players’ functions repeatedly for two minutes. The first part of the experiment was then
repeated on the next part with the difference of using the smartphone horizontally with
both hands.

Fig. 1. The Suggested video player
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4 Results

The survey’s focus was to investigate the usability of the suggested video player. In
order to do so, subjects were asked about their preferable conditions when operating a
video player through the smartphone and indicate preference as to which video player
among the three was the most usable in each condition (Fig. 2).

Among 51 subjects, 36 people (68.6 %) answered that they would usually just use
one hand while watching a video holding their smartphone horizontally (Fig. 3).

Under the single handed condition, 50 subjects (98 %) answered that the suggested
video player is the most usable one. The reason why they chose it was due to users not
being required to stretch their fingers too much and also that they can control the video
player without concerning an uncomfortable hold. One attendant (2 %) responded that
MX Player is the most convenient and stated that he/she feels familiar with its interface
and has not felt uncomfortable (Fig. 4).

Under both hands condition, the suggested video player was chosen as the most
usable video player by 33 people (64.7 %). All subjects who selected this prototype
indicated that they did not have to stretch their fingers much to use the controller.
13 subjects (25.5 %) chose MX Player because they have been using it and that they

Fig. 2. The result of preferable conditions

Fig. 3. The result of usable video players (one hand condition)
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did not have any difficulty using it by both hands. Also, they said that MX Player’s
interface design looked better than the other two. 5 participants (9.8 %) picked
KMPlayer and their reasons why they chose it were the same as MX Player’s.

5 Conclusion

This study is an attempt to suggest a more user-centered video player interface. The
study analyzed two widely known and well-reviewed video players, and compared the
proposed video player with these two applications. The results showed, taken as a
whole, that the proposed video player’s interface is more user-friendly and convenient.
In addition, as many subjects use one hand when they watch a video while holding
their smartphone horizontally, this interface design would be suited for them. However,
there were some indications about the design that if the design was carefully concerned,
it could be a more preferable video player.

This paper principally concentrated on suggesting the video player application with
an easy and user-friendly interface based on video players’main functions. Therefore, the
paper could be applicable for studying interface design for other tasks of video players.
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Fig. 4. The result of usable video players (both hands condition)
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